Paulett Angella Hemmings HI CHREATOR

PUBLIC DOCUMENT
FROM: Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH
DATE: July 7, 2017
SUBJECT: Decry 16th Level #14
Salary Increase, Price Reduce, Passport Processing, Computers, Earth Titles
TO: Hillsborough County
State of Florida
Governor Andrew M. Cuomo Office
New York State Executive Chamber
State Capitol, Albany, NY 12224
Dear Governor Cuomo Office, Greetings to you;
THIS IS A 16th Level DECRY CALLED A DECRYMIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM
MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM. THIS LEVEL IS
HIGHER THAN THE DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUMMIUM AND HIGHER THAN A DECREE
I PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS EARTH, CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS AND THE
ONLY CHREATOR OVER ALL CHREATIONS. I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE AND OVER
ALL LIFE, DEATH, ESISTENCE, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN DECLARE THAT:
THIS EARTH NAME IS JAMAICA EARTH
Earth World Price Reduction with immediate effect
1. The prices of all goods and services including fuel and electricity are now reduced ninety
(90%) with immediate effect such as food, clothing, telephone, internet, cable, satellite dish,
security alarms, warranty, and more.
2. No charges for vehicle Toll service anywhere in the Earth
3. The cost of all insurance premiums is now reduced ninety percent (90) and most are paid fully
by the States.
Earth World Salary Increase with immediate effect
4. Every Colored, People, Person to get either a mint or a frank machine with immediate effect,
now.
5. Every Ranking, Uppers and above, to get a mint and a frank machine with immediate effect,
now.
6. Every GOG and higher are to get their mint and Frank machines with immediate effect, now.
7. All employees’ salary, pay, hourly work, are increased by two hundred and fifty percent
(250%)
8. All employees’ benefits increase by two hundred and fifty percent (250 %)
9. All employees’ retirement benefits increase by two hundred and fifty percent (250%)
10. All retirees’ annuity retirement benefits increased two hundred and fifty percent (250%)
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Benefits with immediate effect
11. All Peoples and Ranks who are to get benefits for injuries, compensations, benefits, salary,
retirement and in other areas and for other reasons in all my Articles, the benefits increase two
hundred and fifty percent (250%) with effect from the beginning of the Earth opening.
12. All Annual Vacation days are no less than two (2) months for full-time employees.
13. All Annual sick days are no less than two (2) months per year and can accrue from year to year
without any limit for full time employees.
14. Since the governments and the States refuse to pay the allowances to my children, then there is
no allowance for anyone.
15. Property rental decrease by seventy five percent (75%).
16. Postal stamps, mail service, post box rental, priority mail, express mail, packages, all reduced
ninety percent (90%).
17. Every Person, People, Colored is to get two homes of their choice wherever they want it within
their nationality, or the State where they work or near to it, based on their rank & education.
18. Each Person, People, Colored 18 years old only get one home according to their need at the
time. You can get two homes only after age twenty-five (25) or when they want it.
19. All Rankings, Uppers, and above those titles, are to get their homes and vehicles as they want
them with the protection and their own designs.
20. Each Person, People, Colored, 18 years and older to get a motor vehicle within their rank and
education every five (5) years.
21. The cost of airline, bus, trains, cargo, vehicle services reduced ninety percent (90%).
22. No Mortgage interest rate.
23. All allowances reduce to zero with immediate effect, since the date of this document.
I have been changing the devel words that have been used to deceived this Earth, and I continue to
change the multiplicities of the words, so everyone gets a clear understanding and the meaning of the
words they have been using for a very long time inappropriately.
Mail Service
24. For fast and safe mail delivery, the word: express mail is no longer to be used. The right word
to be used is Espressy Mail. The Y on the word is a protection. The x in a word is devel
removing the protection.
25. The computers and the post offices and mail services must be protected. Use the ganja,
ucalyptus, Seville orange skin and the juice, myrtle flowers and leaves, on the walls, floor,
ceiling, post bosses/boxxes, counters, and all paper products like envelopes, writing pads,
typing paper, and other paper products.
Identifying an Occassyung or Event
26. An ocassyung/occasion is a special time when something is to be done or to happen. It is using
the right time to do the right thing. A time when you identify and mark the date. Occassyunal is
a continuous event.
27. Centurymonious and Centurymungus are words used before the Century is to come. We use
Centurymingas and Centurymenias after the Centurys already happen. For example,
Centurymingas is used to refer to the time when the Inca of Mesicoso/Mexico was leading the
Earth over the Jamaica Creations. The Inga is the correct name for the Mesicoso tribes who are
called the Inca. The Inga/Inca ERA was when the Inca was put in authority over the Jamaican
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creations and that is why they were all killed out, as they are never to led the Earth. The
devels use those Peoples at the bottom to lead the top (Jamaica). The
Mesicosos/Mesico/Mexico tribes of the Inga, the devels destroyed them by taking over their
minds, using high powered sorcery, high insurrections, high possessions of their bodies and
minds, and corroding and corrupting them.
28. Celebrations is not a good word. Some of the Interlope animals are the Celestials and they
Brate, or make a sound like a horse.
29. We joyfully SUNG: Sing in union and gyrate.
Computers I with immediate effect
30. The name Quantum Corporation and Quantum Computers and all affiliates and associated
subsidiaries and products are now Paulett Angella Hemmings Corporation and Paulett Angella
Hemmings computers (PAH Computers). This computer operations are led by four women: 2
Black, one Oriental, and One Indian. All Leaders are women. Ban/Man can lead their
technology with the women guidance. This computer is now available at all retail stores that
sells computers like Best buy, Staples, Office Max, on the web, Amazon.com and other stores
and places that are approved to sell computers. The price of this computer is now (80) percent
less than before.
31. The original name, Paulett Angella Hemmings computers/Quantum Computers is now restored,
and will have desktops, keyboards, accessories, monitors, laptops, mini computers like the ipad,
and an array of different computer for home, students, schools/colleges, home business, general
business, finance and other computer networkings, high speed, high quality volume of storage,
that I approve. Do not get any parts, accessories from Dell computers or connect to them or
Microsoft. PAH Computers must use WordPerfect instead of Microsoft word.
32. The other software that Microsoft has like Excel, Outlook, etc., are mine and you should use
them if you do not have your own. Introduce your own softwares and have simple instructions
and teaching software installed on the computers for each user to get acquainted with the
software and become comfortable. Also provide manuals with the instructions of how to
operate the computer, trouble shoot, and use the different softwares from basic to advance the
way it was done before. These computers are fully warranted for 6 years and with desktop,
hardware, software support, and maintenance for 6 years.
COMPUTERS II
33. What happens to all the other computer systems that I put in my Earths and this Earth? For
example, there was Peoples Computer System in the Peoples continents and places.
34. Did the Peoples computers systems at some time became IBM? and parts sold to Dell
computers?
35. What happens to the iMac computer, is that the same as the iPhone, and the ipad, etc.?
36. What happens to the Fisel/Ficel computer systems?
37. Did the Fisel/ficel computer systems became Samsung computers and Samsung telephones?
38. What happens to the Angel Computers?
39. Was the Angel computers changed to Apple or what?
40. What is the Originality of the Quantum computer system?
41. Was the Quantum Computer system Paulett Angella Computer?
42. Was Paulett Angella Computers changed to Quality computers?
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43. Was Paulett Angella Computers also changed to Quantum computer systems owned by Donald
Trump and only sold to business at a high price?
I want a clear understanding where the computers are, what was changed, and the new name, so I can
identify with the right ones and the changes.
All devel names and devel connections to my computers remove right now. All devel ownership are
all null and voided. All connection to the devel and my computers and property removed permanently.
All my personal computers and others are restored to their originality.
Woman’s Last Name
44. The woman’s last name today, in this 2017 PAULETTIC PAJE, is the name you give to your
children and Mate (husband).
45. Wife and husband are both devel words. Use the following:
46. A woman is a “Mata”, and a man is a “Mate”.
Devel Confusion in Word
47. Buddy is a man’s penis. It is similar to Dick and Willy. No man to call a friend Buddy.
48. No man to call another man a “Mate”. There are no ship Mate.
Central Jamaica Tag/Flag for the Montegonias States
49. The Tag/Flag for CENTRAL JAMAICA CONTINENT, Montegonias States only is in this
order: Rose Red, Jet Black, and Sunflower Yellow stripes going across from right to left and
nothing more. There are only three stripes going from right to left. No green colour.
Residency
50. Everyone who are not from the West Indies/Caribbean can have a maximum of two
residency/citizenship.
Post Offices
51. All Post offices that were shut down and amalgamated into others are to return immediately.
Now.
52. All post offices are to have the wet sponge, pens, and transparent tape for the customers to use.
53. All post office must have the prices for postage, for express mail, and other services posted so
everyone can see the price without having to ask the workers.
Passport Processing for the Entire Earth I - with immediate effect
54. All large and small post office (not the contract ones and not the franchise ones) are to have
passport processing centers that gives same day passport and same day renewals.
55. Passport are all free of charge
56. Passport offices have the photo studios in the post office to process the photographs free of
charge
57. Passport book pages must not be reduced
58. Passport books must be increased by three sheets that has both front and back
59. No sunshade or any dark shades while passport photographs are being taken
60. All Passport must be in every Post Office for same day processing every State/country of this
Earth Anyone can walk in with the completed application and have their ID or Birth Papers for
the processing.
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61. ID means to “eyedentify”. Eyedentify means to look with the eyes, and to pensulate it. I mean,
the eyes and dentify means to denote or to make a note of it. Pensulate means to write with a
pen and pencilate means to write with a pensil that gives a message to the brain and the eyes.
62. No questions about references for Passport.
63. No need for marriage documents
64. No need for notary public or others to witness
65. All photograph taken at the Post Office free of charge
66. Natural features of the applicant to be photographed
67. The applicant can smile and be natural in their photograph without looking like a criminal
68. No requirement to show any part of your Forehead or Ears, or neck, or shoulders
69. No charge for Passport leaflets
Zodiac
70. No Government or Presidents or Leeders, or any private citizen or devels of the various sorts
are to go into the Zodiac Areas or any place you call space areas
Passport II – with immediate effect
71. Everyone who has given your passport with original birth certificate, marriage certificate,
baptism certificate, citizenship certificate must check them periodically to see if the federal,
republic monarchy governments or the embassies, consulates, missions are using them. Check
to see if you have duplicate effigies of you or look alikes. The governments when they ask for
originals they are the one who are spirits who need to wear plastics, rubber, electromagnetics
and other forms of fakes. They want our original documents with our faces bare and our
forehead and ears and neck and face exposed with no smile so they can make up many copies
and fakes of us. Just like how you see how Barak Obama makes several copies of himself in
Decry 16th Level #13. There are many more Barak Obama in different skin colors, different
height, and in different countries as Leeders. The government matches our finger printing to
the plastic effigies they make, and they use them to represent us, while they use our trust fund,
our estate fund, our monthly allowances, our homes, our cars, and everything for us that we do
not know esist. The government also uses our finger print to do wicked acts and say it is us, as
the look alike is similar looking to us. We are then put away in prison for a long time while
they enjoy what belongs to us.
72. When the governments use the fake version of you to say you were involved in wicked acts,
and they put you in prison, they then have their plastic, rubber, and electromagnetics, witnesses
identify you to make the case against you stronger. The governments will also try to kill you in
the prison, and they will also try to replace you with a fake plastic or rubber and so on.
73. When these government devels put us in the prison, they take your full body measurements and
weight, so they can make perfect copies of us with the right size, density, weight, and height
that is not easy to notice as being fakes.
74. Many airlines allow these devel species to pass through their security, or VIP area, and yet we
the rightful owners of this Earth have to strip ourselves at the airports and cruise ports. The
spirit devels have captured our Earths, and our Chreations, and have us living in terror, lack,
hunger, and oppression.
75. You must not give the visa and passport pictures to the immigration or the passport processing,
looking like a convict.
76. No Passport is to be controlled by any State, Government, City, Town or municipalities. A
passport is a book for each person to pass from port to port. A passport is not a necessity. The
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book pages are needed only because some states put their stamps of different sizes and visas of
different sizes that needs something to put the stamp on.
77. All Airlines and vessels are now to carry passport pages so each person can have it, if they need
it when they arrive at the port of entry.
78. With immediate effect, all natural, real, flesh Highest Rankings and above, Uppers and above
do not need a passport to travel to any state/country. All they need is their birth certificate (any
one of them and an ID).
79. All airport and port lounges and executive clubs must be expanded and renovated with highest
quality, safety, and protections.
80. All airlines must accept these changes I have put in place for passport and travel.
81. All natural real flesh Uppers and above, Highest Rankings and above, when they travel, they
have the airport executive clubs and lounges, all port club lounges access, all rest hotels free
and no charge to them.
82. All natural real flesh Uppers and above, Highest Rankings and above, if they miss a flight, they
are put on the next available flight free of charge in first class seats.
State Time Difference
83. Why is the time in Seattle, Washington about 12 or more hours different than Florida?
84. Why is the time difference between Florida and Washington DC about 5 hours different?
85. Is Microsoft the reason?
86. Is Boing the reason?
87. Is the Federal government the reason, or what is it?
88. Are all these entities of spares that are outside the earth?
89. Are they using various size and types of space ship to move between the earth and the spares
outside the earth?
90. What else are they doing with the time and the environment?
91. Federal government, Boing, Microsoft, Secret Service, Military, Governors, Senates, Congress,
and others cutting the time to move between the Earth the different outside places, STOP.
92. No use of space ships or space machines any place in this Earth or outside the Earth.
Bank of America
93. Bank of America told me that they are the ones who inject me with fluids all over my body, so
I look bloated and for me to be able to withstand their torture, terror, horror, and for me to do
some work. Bank of America had been deceptively quiet, as they do not want me to know they
are involved with the federal terrorism on me and my generations, because they are the fake
“America Bank/Bank of Jamaica” and they use my signatures they have on file, and from my
accounts I have with them. I wonder what else Bank of America is not telling me? I wonder
what else has Bank of America responsible for doing since all banks are Federalized just like
the State, City, Town, Counties, Provinces, and municipal governments? Bank of America has
destroyed my life along with the Federal government because they want to continue using my
money, my authority, and mu properties. They also want to continue using my children’s trust
fund and estate funds, and monthly allowances illegally? They support the federal and
Republic and Monarchy so they can continue to control and hold on to what is mine and yours.
94. I charge Bank of America and sentence you with Life Imprisonment in in a Maximum security
State Prison with severe punishments until I find a better place for you to stay. I charge you for
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killing me over and over and you joining with the Federals and others to kill, torture, terror,
horror, and destroy me every senti and second of the day. I Charge you 4 Trillion dollars per
day for what you have done to me all my life on this Earth. This payment must last for (200)
one hundred twenty years from today anywhere I AM I get the payment. The payments must
be with certified checks from a bank and not your bank.
95. I charge Chase Bank, Chase Manhattan, JP Morgan Chase Bank and sentence you with
Life Imprisonment in Maximum Security State Prison with severe punishments until I find a
better place for you to stay. I charge you for killing me over and over and you joining with the
Federals and others to kill, torture, terror, horror, and destroy me every senti and second of the
day. I Charge you 6 Trillion dollars per day for what you have done to me all my life here on
this Earth. This payment must last for (300) three hundred years from today, and anywhere I
AM I get the payment. The payments must be with certified checks from a bank and not your
bank.
Woman Leadership
96. A woman without devel in her cannot command a man or a ban or van to do evil or
wickedness.
97. No woman should have devel in them.
98. Devels force themselves in woman’s territories and esistence to create terror and insurrection
and to make things and process dysfunction.
99. Any evil or wickedness that appear to be a woman, it is not her, it is federal, republic,
monarchy, and other devel types involved and in control. The Federal, Republics, monarchy,
and other devels are to be convicted and charged for any and all wrong doing that appear to be
a woman.
Generational Crisis
100. The Department of Health under the Federal Government, makes changes to your bodies before
you are born. The department of Health has done numerous studies on your genetics over the
thousands of years the Earth has been opened. They have been able to make your skin change
color, have different texture, be rougher, and have with many germs and diseases before birth.
They have mixed your sexes so you have both man and woman enzymes in you, which creates
many problems to have children and to be yourself. They have changed your hair types and
your brain capacity. They have stifled your brain so you cannot read, write, analyze, and they
continue to inject many bad and dangerous things in you from birth to adulthood. They have
added many flesh to your arm and batty (bottom) and change your feet, your legs, your lips,
your features, and malfunctioned your body in their experiments. When you generate from time
to time, they continue to make more and more changes and removed many necessary functions
from your bodies.
101. No type of esistence must never enter or dig through the body to possess, or make changes to
the body.
102. Every physician must be properly protected with the right essence on their body, to drink, and
ingest frequently through the day, with the right covering on their head, their feet, their hands,
and the right quality of essence in the room, on the floor, on the walls. The floor must be
cleaned and maintained with the right essence daily as the shift changes, so the physicians are
protected, the patients are protected, and the devels will not be in the operating room with the
doctor or inside of the doctor’s body helping with the surgery.
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103. Only physicians who have the proper training and authority can work on a person’s body and
they are to be free from devel inside them, around them over their heads or any place they can
enter into the doctor patient environment. They must use Ganja juice to drink and to put on
their body and the other essence necessary for wholefull life.
104. No plastic, rubber, electromagnetic, electrical, tremoline, or combination form of a physicians
to work on any patient in the hospital, in private offices, nursing homes, or in any settings in
these Earths and in no Chreations.
105. There are no More Department of Health in these Earths. The name is changed to Body Fitness
Commish; with immediate effect, now.
106. BIG UP TO RUSSIA. Thank you for preserving. I truly enjoyed.
107. BIG UP TO CAANA, EGYPT, JORDAN, MOROCCO, & TURKEY. Thank you for
preserving what you can to show the history and the milestones of your lives.
108. BIG UP TO China. BIG UP TO India. BIG UP TO South Africa.
There are various levels of Authorities in this Earth
I.
There are the Chreator and her familys called GOGS
II.
There are the TRIPPLE UPPERS
III.
There are the UPPER UPPERS
IV.
The UPPER UPPERS FILE are the workers for the UPPER UPPERS. They are of many
different types and have many different jobs, and higher authority than the HIGHEST UPPERS.
V.
There are the HIGHEST UPPERS
VI.
The Highest UPPERS has File who are the workers for the Highest UPPERS and they have
higher authority than the Higher Uppers next in the order.
VII.
There are the HIGHER UPPERS
VIII.
The Higher UPPERS has File or filers who are the workers for the Higher UPPERS, and have
higher authority than the High Uppers next in the order. This is the process through all the
Uppers and Ranks.
IX.
There are the HIGH UPPERS
X.
There are the UPPERS
XI.
They are the TOP RANKINGS
XII.
There are the UPPER HIGHEST RANKINGS
XIII.
The UPPER Highest Rankings File are the workers for the UPPER Highest Rankings and have
higher authority than the Highest Rankings next in the order. All the Authority or titles have
their file workers who have higher authority than the titles lower than their own.
XIV.
There are the HIGHEST RANKINGS
XV.
The Highest Rankings File are the workers for the Highest Rankings and have higher authority
than the UPPER Higher Rankings next in the order. The File Workers are labeled by the devels
as Rank and File.
XVI.
There are the UPPER HIGHER RANKINGS
XVII.
There are the HIGHER RANKINGS
XVIII.
There are the UPPER HIGH RANKINGS
XIX.
There are the HIGH RANKINGS

XX.
XXI.

The Gargans works with a variety of Titles
The Uppers Gargans
The Rankings Gargans
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XXII.
XXIII.
XXIV.

XXV.
XXVI.
XXVII.

XXVIII.
XXIX.
XXX.
XXXI.
XXXII.
XXXIII.
XXXIV.
XXXV.
XXXVI.
XXXVII.
XXXVIII.
XXXIX.
XL.
XLI.
XLII.
XLIII.
XLIV.
XLV.
XLVI.
XLVII.

XLVIII.
XLIX.
L.
LI.
LII.
LIII.
LIV.
LV.
LVI.
LVII.
LVIII.
LIX.
LX.

The Colored Gargans
The Peoples Gargans
The Persons Gargans
Some Colored Jamaican in the Central Jamaica Continent
Bausitecontessa/Baustite Count
Bastercontessa/Baster Count
Baustercillian/ Bauster Count
Greek/ Egyptian /Italian/Cissilian Coloured Titles
Greekancillian/Greekcillian
Princesscillians/Princelliar
Rhynecillians/Rhyners
Rhynesess/Rhyners
Rayboncillian/Rayboners
Rayboness/Raybon
Reyelles/Reyan
Courtesscillianess/Court Cillian
Courtacicillians/Courtesan
Courtessa/Courtese
Courtessassillian/Courtesan
Ramzeerarias/Ramsees
Parigogess/Paregogs
Parigogness/Parigog
Parigoness/Parigon
Parigonessess/Parigoner
Paryionessess/Paryioness
Parparioressess/Parperciores
Ramsereyasness/Ramsereyes
RamseReyasness/RamseReyes
Some of the other Coloured titles not in any order are:
Dutchess/Duke
Princess/Prince
Countessa/Earl
Lordess/Lords
Countess/Count
Vicecountess/Vicecount
Baroness/Baron
Marquese/Marsis
Barbontessa/Barbon
Barbusiantessa/Barbusian
Chiraquees/Chirak
The Colored have workers who are called File such as: Countess File, Prince File, Baroness
File, and so on.
The Peoples have many different titles and many different types of peoples all over the Earths.
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LXI.
LXII.
LXIII.
LXIV.
LXV.
LXVI.
LXVII.
LXVIII.
LXIX.
LXX.
LXXI.

Some of the Peoples Titles are:
Mercurianess/Mercurian
Poppyness/Popyan
Cense Melianess/Cense Melian
Pentelopeness/Pentelopan
Syncronicness/Syncronican
Bausiteness/Bausitean
Sarciperillaness/Sarciperillan
Perosideness/Perosidean
Perpendicularness/Perpedicularan
Patagonians’/Pentegonian
All these Titles have filers who are the workers for them. The workers can be the house
keepers, the clerks, the secretary, the driver, and many different titles. Some of the titles are:
Poppy File, Peroxide File, Pentelope File, and so on.

LXXII.

The Highest Rankings and above live in Jamaica West Indies. Jamaica is: Jah Chreator Central
Montegonias States with about 150 different gigantic States.

LXXIII.

Many of the Uppers and the Rankings can repair the Earth from many damages. The Federal
and Republics and others killed them all, over a long time, so they are not in control of the Earth
longevity and endurance. Many of the lower rankings tried to keep the Earth States together
from time to time, but the many devels who stormed them with multitudes of trillionth of devels
to prevent their work from coming through the right way, and the devels bring inside the earth
many power and energy from other areas, then tear down the earth, so they can have power over
the earth lives.

LXXIV.

There are many different type of Persons in this Earth and they are not the Peoples. The Persons
are the Filers. The Person has about four (4) leaders and some of them are called Backsite
Thunder. A few of the things they are responsible to do are to check the thunder, and to make
sure the ataclapses, meteorite, and other falling objects are not coming into the Earth. The
Persons are mostly in the North Part of the Jah Chreator Chreations like Canada, North
America, and a few in the far south that is cooler. The Persons have their own authority and
they have different levels of authority. They are the lowest of the titles in the Jah Chreator
Continents but they are higher than some Titles outside of the Jah Chreator North, Central,
South Chreations. The Persons can be used if requested, to do work in gardens, home
maintenance, cooking, cleaning, and have other higher skills.

LXXV.

LXXVI.

LXXVII.

States, I must know all the Titles and all the different type of Peoples, Persons, Ranks, Uppers
so I can assign their titles correctly.
Mt. Zion States Additions
I have added Fort Lauderdale State, Palm Beaches State, Fort Myers State to my Mt. Zion
States, additional states will be added later.
Brandon Point Town
Brandon Pointe Town include all Brandon Pointe communities. From the Causeway to the
Highway or Route 60, Brandon Boulevard, parts of Highway 301, Parts of Highway 75, parts of
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Highway 4, FL 400, Route 41, Route 3, Riverview, Valrico, Bloomingdale, Fish Hawks,
Mango, Lithia, Boyette, Seffner, Gibsonton, Temple Terrace, Executive airport, Oak forest, East
lake orient park, Palm River, Progress village, Thonotosassa and more to be added.

LXXVIII.

LXXIX.

LXXX.
LXXXI.
LXXXII.
LXXXIII.

Lots/Plots/Land that are Sealed and are Parceled
All Lots/Plots/Land that are sealed and that are inparcel, outparcel, or parceled are not to be
used or developed. All of them already developed and being developed are all Paulett Angella
Hemmings EARTH personal properties and belongings.
One of these Parcel Lot/Plots is being developed and by Meritage Homes in the
Brandon/Riverview, Florida area. The Home site is called Mariposa Phase 3, and I want
portions of this development that is ongoing. I want two (2) sections. However, some parts have
already developed of one of the sections, therefore, the following are mine:
Lot 134 to Lot 144
Lot 48 to Lot 59
Lot 147 to Lot 148
The area on the opposite side of the development, that they are excavating to build a storage
facility, must be used to build a roadway leading from the community connecting to
Bloomingdale Avenue. No community can ever have one road. There must be at least two
roads leading to and from the community to two different thoroughfares.

THIS IS THE END OF THIS 16th Level DECRY CALLED A DECRYMIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM
MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM. THIS
LEVEL IS HIGHER THAN THE DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUMMIUM AND HIGHER THAN A
DECREE
Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHd.
HIGHEST CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
HIGHEST CHREATOR OF LIFE and OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING IN
BETWEEN
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER GOODNESS (HIGOG)
HIGHEST OH MY GOODNESS
HIGHEST MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
HIGHEST MY LOVE
HIGHEST CRUM CRUM
HIGHEST KREME OF THE KREM
HIGHEST PEPPER PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS (PPAH)
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MCLAREN SENATE
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MONTEGONIA SENATE
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MT. ZION SENATE
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN NEW YORK SENATE
www.naturalearthforall.com
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